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MR Credit 2.1: Sustainable Purchasing
Electric-Powered Equipment
LEED 2009 for Existing Buildings: Operations and Maintenance
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Initial Certification
Recertification
Certification Type
The project is using IP units.
The project is using SI units.
Regional Alternative Compliance Path
This active sample form is for your recertification reference and preparation work. It has not gone through USGBC's testing and quality control process and cannot be used to submit for recertification. If you have any comments or concerns with the functionality of the form, please submit a brief explanation using the Feedback button in LEED Online.
The project is located in Europe. 
Select all that apply. Projects located in the following regions have alternative compliance paths available: (Optional)
Establishment
There are no Establishment requirements for this credit.
For split review projects in the Performance phase, Establishment documentation is shown for reference only.
Performance
For split review projects in the Establishment phase, Performance documentation is shown for reference only.
Performance period start
Performance period end
The performance period must be between 89 and 731 days and must end within 90 days of the overall project performance period given in PI Form 4.
Recertification performance period start
Linked to PIf4, SSc3, SSc4, SSc5, WEc1, WEc3, WEc4.2, EAp2, EAc4, EAc6, MRc1-5, MRc7-9, IEQc1.5, IEQc3.3, IEQc3.4, IEQc3.6 & IOc3.
Recertification performance period end
Linked to PIf4, SSc3, SSc4, SSc5, WEc1, WEc3, WEc4.2, EAp2, EAc4, EAc6, MRc1-5, MRc7-9, IEQc1.5, IEQc3.3, IEQc3.4, IEQc3.6 & IOc3.
The recertification performance period must be consistent with PI Form 4.  If attempting the credit for the first time, the performance period must be between 89 and 731 days and must end within 90 days of the overall project performance period given in PI Form 4.
Upload: Sustainable purchasing calculator 
Provide the Sustainable Purchasing Calculator (found under the "Resources" tab of the Credit Library).
Refer to the project's Environmentally Preferable Purchasing Policy as this establishes the goals and practices of this credit.
Sustainable purchases value as a percentage of total electric-powered equipment purchases (%)
Percentage of purchases with documentation provided (%)
Sustainable purchases percentage must be 40% for credit compliance, 80% for exemplary performance.
Percentage with documentation must be 20% minimum, by cost.
Provide the following values from the Sustainable Purchasing Calculator.
EPEAT purchases value as a percentage of total electric-powered equipment purchases (%)
For projects documenting exemplary performance with EPEAT purchases
Must be 80% for exemplary performance.
Provide the following value from the Sustainable Purchasing Calculator.
Upload: Product documentation 
Provide documentation from product manufacturers or suppliers verifying product compliance with the specified sustainability criteria.  Provide documentation demonstrating equivalence with ENERGY STAR, if applicable.
Select one of the following:
The data above includes all of the purchases made by all of the tenants, by the building management, and by all of the vendors involved with this credit.
The data above DOES NOT include all of the purchases made by all of the tenants, by the building management, and by all of the vendors involved with this credit.
Purchasing Scope: Sustainable Purchases
Total gross floor area of the project  (sq ft)
The total gross floor area must be consistent with PI Form 2.
Total affected floor area excluded for MR Credit 2.1  (sq ft)
For example, if purchases made by a certain tenant have been excluded, the affected floor area is the total floor area occupied by that tenant. If vendor purchases have been excluded, the affected floor area is the total floor area for which the vendor is responsible.
Percent of project floor area excluded for MR Credit 2.1 (%)
The percent excluded floor area must be less than or equal to 10%.
Describe the circumstances of the purchases that have been excluded.  Indicate whether the excluded purchases were purchases made by a tenant, by the building management, or by a vendor.  Explain why the purchases have been excluded.
Select one of the following:
The total cost of sustainable purchases are based on actual costs.
The total cost of sustainable purchases are based on a combination of actual and estimated costs.
Purchasing Scope: Actual or Estimated Costs
Upload: Purchasing scope
Provide the calculations and rationale establishing the appropriateness and robustness of the single largest purchase estimate for each tenant for which the project team has estimated costs. In the rationale, indicate that when estimates are uncertain, the calculations were made conservatively.  
Performance Summary
Date
Name
The project team reserves one point in the Innovation in Operations credit category for exemplary performance. (Optional)
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Incomplete.  Please complete the highlighted fields and/or address any omissions in the Special Circumstances section.
Special Circumstances
Describe the circumstances limiting the project team's ability to provide the submittals required in this form. Be sure to reference what additional documentation has been provided, if any. Non-standard documentation will be considered upon its merits. (Optional)
Upload Special Circumstances
Provide any additional documentation that supports the claim to special circumstances. (Optional)
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